This paper introduces certain innovative algorithms to mask for pixel defects seen in image sensors. Pixel defectivity rates scale with pixel architecture and process nodes. Smaller pixel and process nodes introduce more defects in manufacturing. Brief introduction to causes for pixel defectivity at lower pixel nodes is explained. Later in the paper, popular defect correction schemes used in image processing applications are discussed. A new approach for defect correction is presented and evaluated using images captured from an 8M Bayer image sensor. Experimentation for threshold evaluation is done and presented with practical results for better optimization of proposed algorithms. Experimental data shows that proposed defect corrections preserves a lot of edge details and corrects for bright and hot pixels/clusters, which are evaluated using histogram analysis.
Introduction
Digital imaging systems (including digital still camera, digital video camera etc) capture the spectrum or color information of physical stimuli by filtering the object image through color filters with different spectral transmittances, and transform the photon signal into electronic signal which finally is quantized into digital counts with electronic sensors [1] . Electronic sensors generally are based on Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) or Active Pixel Sensor (APS) Complimentary MOS technology. This digital information produced by these electronic sensors, ignoring all non-idealities of CMOS/CCD imager optics and pixels, must undergo some image processing functions prior to display on any visual media or data storage in Red Green Blue (RGB) format. The resolving power of the imaging system to present details of the viewing object can be presented in terms of system MTF (Modulation Transfer Function) [1] .
Pixel architecture is always a crucial element of any imaging system design, which can be quantified in MTF terms. Pixel designers always have to make a fundamental tradeoff when choice comes to selecting a pixel size. Reducing pixel size improves the imaging system performance by increasing spatial resolution for fixed sensor die size. Increasing pixel size improves the imaging system performance by increasing dynamic range and signal-to-noise ratio. Pixel scaling has been very aggressive in the APS CMOS domain when compared to that of CCD as illustrated in Figure 1 . These solid-state image sensors develop in-field defects in all common APS CMOS manufacturing environments. This is more challenging for smaller pixel geometries. Many experiments have demonstrated the growth of significant quantities of pixel defects that degrade the dynamic range of an image sensor and potentially limit low-light imaging performance. Existing image processing techniques used in several imaging applications used for suppressing hot-pixels are inadequate because these defective pixels saturate at relatively low illumination levels.
In this paper, an 8M CMOS APS sensor, which has plenty of hot-pixels, is used for analysis. A correction algorithm repairs the final image by certain unique processing algorithms which are discussed in this paper. Performance metrics and tradeoffs are presented in the latter half of the paper.
Hot Pixel Characteristics
As pixels are made smaller to improve on image resolution, pixel elements get located closer together, resulting in increased risk of cross-talk between adjacent pixels. Shallow trench isolation (STI) regions, which may be dielectric-filled trenches formed in the substrate of the image sensor, may be used to isolate pixels and pixel elements from each other but STI boundaries have a higher defect density than the substrate, creating a higher density of "trap sites" along the STI boundaries as compared to the silicon/gate oxide interface or silicon surface that can "trap" electrons or holes. Trap sites may result from defects along the silicon dioxide/silicon interface between the STI boundaries and the silicon substrate. Trapped electrons or holes may generate a proportional current at the trap site. The current generation from trap sites inside or near the photosensor contributes to dark current (i.e., electrical current in the photo sensor in the absence of light) in CMOS image sensors since a constant charge may be leaking in the photodiode. Because the readout circuitry of the image sensor may not distinguish between sources of charge in the photosensitive element, dark current may be added to the magnitude of the signal output from the pixel, thus making the pixel appear brighter in the produced image than that point actually appeared in the scene. Such a pixel may be referred to as a hot pixel. This issue becomes more of a challenge as process nodes shrink along with pixel architecture. These hot pixels manifest as bright pixels in an image taken at dark or low light conditions. The problem can be seen as a hump in the histogram to the right of the main peak as illustrated in Figure 2 . With increasing integration time and temperature, the hump moves further to the right and decreases in size as pixels become brighter [2] . This paper talks in details on algorithms which can be implemented in the image pipeline to mask these defects with minimum to no loss in image details and resolution.
Defect Correction Schemes
Over the years, several image processing scientists have been very innovative is masking these hot pixels. One of the popular approaches towards defect correction in the past was to determine if the center pixel of a 5*5 window kernel is outside the range of the neighboring pixels. It was then checked to see if it was within an X (X = 250) LSB counts of the median value in Bayer space. In a dark image capture, the median of the normal pixels in 10 bit domain would be about 42 LSB counts. So 292(X = 250+42) LSB counts and lower are pixels that would not be removed since they are within 250 LSB counts of the median pixel value (presenting with an example because past approaches worked with a window as well) [3] . As can be seen from Figure 3 , about half of the pixels would pass, when they should all be fails. These dice would render a poor image in all the dark regions. Lowering the limit of X = 250 LSB counts down to X = 200 LSB counts or lower would remove more of the worst case hot pixels, but even pixels as low as 140 LSB counts would be visible in a dark image. In addition, removing clusters is important since the likelihood of failing pixels in the same window is more likely as pixel size shrink in lower process nodes. Better solutions to resolve this issue are presented below.
Approach 1: In earlier implementations, if the pixel of a 5*5 window kernel as presented in Figure 4 lies within the range of the six nearest neighbors, the pixel under test was automatically considered a good pixel. In this new approach, if it is assumed that any two red pixels are completely exposed to maximum 1023 LSB counts (for a 10 bit ADC domain) and are located next to each other. Other assumption is that the rest of the pixels have a response portfolio of 100 LSB counts. Checking one of the 1023LSB count pixel would show that it does lie within the range of 1023 LSB counts and pass quality monitor before being checked to be within a threshold of the median. This new approach allows an indicated number of pixels to be removed from the 5*5 window kernel before the range is checked.
In MATLAB simulations, two thresholds are used: 200 and 150 LSB counts. In these simulations, (one at 150 and one at 200 LSB counts) the highest pixel of the six neighbors was removed from the list of eligible pixels. Several dice from the different production lots were tested. From the data below, throwing out the high pixel from the nearest neighbors removed more bright pixels. At the same time, the lower threshold replaced more pixels [4] .
The option of removing defective pixels from any defect analysis kernel is essential to eliminate any pixel clusters. During experimental analysis, using images with known defects, the visually best images removed only one defective pixel. Removing two defective pixels created false colors in some images and noticeably removed detail. This approach also removed the most defects. The test image used in this study is presented in Figure 5 , which is captured using a digital SLR. Image 5a shows none of the brightest pixels from the analysis kernel being removed. Image 5b is with one pixel removed from the kernel. Image 5b is with two pixels and lastly Image 5c is with three pixels removed from the defect correction kernel. It is clear that when more pixels are removed from the analysis kernel, borders tend to become more blurred leading to loss of fine detail. This would be unacceptable in many high end mobile camera applications where importance is given to preserving details.
A potential improvement to Approach 1 will be to use a dynamic distance option rather than a static distance option from the median of the kernel. This option creates a dynamic threshold by calculating the difference from the MAX pixel value (with an option of removing certain number of pixels from the window of analysis) and then multiplying it by a set constant. A MIN and MAX value is set for this threshold. For example, if the threshold T d < 50 LSB counts, the value is automatically set to 50 and if T d > 400 LSB counts, the value is set to the difference from the MAX to the median. This allows flat areas of the image to be flat and to check for edges of the image. Experimental analysis using this improved Approach 1 is preserved for future analysis.
Approach 2: In this approach, instead of comparing the center pixel to its neighbors, this approach checked to see if the center pixel has any neighbors within its range. The pixels from the analysis kernel are also forced to have two of their neighbors in that threshold. The neighbors were forced to lie within a group of predetermined shapes as illustrated in Figure 6 (three horizontal rows, three vertical rows, two diagonals, and four corners-only one is illustrated for simplicity).
This approach forced regions to have context with relation to the area under test. So if no shape is found in the neighborhood, the center pixel failed and was assigned the median value. If any shape(s) is to be found, the pixels lying within the shape(s) were summed to find the mean. The center pixel has to be within a set threshold of the mean to be valid. This way multiple pixels can be ignored to identify a defective pixel. The image regions, where the kernel passes over edges or other shapes can judge a pixel by the context of the pixels in its neighborhood rather than all eight surrounding pixels from the kernel. For example in Figure 7 , if there is a vertical edge in an image, where the transition happens from black to white. All of the horizontal shapes will fail as none of the three pixels are on the black plane. For the vertical shapes, the first column will pass as while the last column will not as they are not in the neighborhood of the center pixel. In a similar fashion, the diagonal shapes test will both fail and two of the four corner shape tests will pass. So all the pixels in the two columns and two corner shapes will be used to compute an average. If the center pixel is found to lie within a threshold of the computed value, the pixel under test is a good pixel. If it is to be a defective pixel, the computed average value of the neighbors or the median of the neighbors will now be the new pixel value. In this test case, five pixels instead of eight pixels will compute the new value of the pixels in the analysis kernel [6] . This algorithm will be able to handle anything lower than three pixel clusters that lay within one of the pre-defined shapes. Also, this approach takes advantage of the random noise patterns. There is always a point, where the noise overrides the ability to detect any shapes. Such die would be failed as gross fails [7] . As a minor adjustment to Approach 2, the threshold of the neighbors in the analysis kernel is also dynamically adjusted. This is based on the number of pixels that are counted to be as neighbors. If a given pixel has all eight neighbors, it is considered a possibility that the pixel under test lies within a region of subtle transition. This expanded the threshold by a set factor. This approach is tested by multiplying by scale two if there are more than three pixels and multiplied by scale three if there are more than six pixels.
Experimental Results
In the experimental test results section, multiple versions of Approach 2 are tested to narrow down the optimal thresholds and other settings. Unless otherwise mentioned, all test images used are taken from an 8M CMOS image sensor. This sensor supports 1.75um pixel, 4WS schemes and then interpolated to RGB color space using a simple bilinear algorithm. Region of analysis used in each of the image used for evaluation is highlighted for convenience to the reader. From the results provided above, it is very evidently seen that dark current or defectivity counts of the processed image has significantly gone down. This is clearly reflected on test images, which are presented in Figure 8 and 9. In order to narrow down the optimal threshold usage for Approach 2, histogram analysis is done on select dark regions of the test image. The region chosen for analysis has the maximum pixel defectivity count. This is done to better understand shift in histogram response. Histogram profiles pre and post correction are presented for comparison in Figure 10 . In Figure 10 , using Approach 2, the second peak of the histogram plot for each of the thresholds is much lower in comparison with the original image. This highlights that the pixels of varying amplitudes are much lower in occurrence and get faded into the normal distribution. This helps maintain a tight mean value and sigma deviation for the entire statistical window of analysis. Approach 2-251 is optimal in threshold usage leading to good masking of pixel defects with little to no loss in resolution details. This is also better presented in Figure 11 using dark current analysis. Figure 11 shows that the dark current distribution (metric using in the imaging world to present pixel defectivity behavior) has moved left post processing making the image visually more appealing.
All versions of Approach 2 are also able to remove noise and elevate Signal to Noise Ratio's (SNR) as the computed from the window of analysis used in Figure 10 . This is done for both the original image and processed image (Approach 2-251). The data indicates that the SNR for the processed image has increased by 7% for the same signal strength of the image. This indicates that Approach 2-251 is better.
Sharpness score is also captured using Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) charts to gauge preservation of details. In this test, the original 8M CMOS image sensor is used to capture the sharpness chart and Approach 2-251 code is used on the entire frame of the original image to understand sharpness details. As illustrated in Figure 13 , little to no loss in transitional details is seen. This further validates Approach 2-251 usage.
Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, Approach 2 preserves shapes and edges and gives a greatly improved final image. As seen from the analysis done on the test image, Approach 2 is capable of catching most of the true fails. The false fails corrected by Approach 2 do not leave any visible defects. The different variations of Approach 2 are capable of being scaled to fit the appropriate imaging application. In the case study conducted by the author, Approach 2-251 gives in optimal results. As pixel size decreases, correction for hot pixels and clusters will become very critical.
As part of future work, this research work will be extended to consider potential dynamic calculation of themultiplier used in Approach 2. At the same time, explore possibilities of extending the range used for dynamic t h r e s h o l d o r s h r i n k b y a p e r c e n t a g e r a t i o .
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